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/ the Indians' side of the view, the Indian view.
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The way they

•,

tell it,just like I told you over there, they1 carry the peace
pipe around and different tribes smoked it. and went' up there to
help in the revenger
alive.

The plan- was that they was to capture Custer

And they took rail the tribes up there and each tribe
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general^ its own tribe.4 The plan was £hat- they go at a place
where the. battle take, they Jiad it :2a 11 planned put where they
was gojjrng to have the battle and thiere was two creeks.
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One creek

running this way and another creek running this way and they meet.
And those Indians was to- fill those creeks in a- V shape.
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there was a mountain over here"! think, J
and the-Indians were all supposed to be
in those creeks.

And it was sort of,a

valley in; between and they said the
plan was that, those with the fleetest
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horses was to go as a bait over the
hill tad the cavalry camp to bring them
into this valley-,

I'm just telling

you what that old Indian was .telling me.
(That's fine,)
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A whole lot of old Indians setting there^telling how that battle
to5k place and I wasn't asked to sit there but I just wanted to
hear it so _I sat there, too.

An old Indian that was in that battle,

he tobk part, he was the one telling it.

He was telling i.t over

here/among, a lot of /our. different tribes of people in Craterville
Park.in the early days.

He said the plan was that these Indians

with the fleetest horses go over the hill and, run into the cavalry
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like they was raiding them and shoot.into them and then the cavalry

